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PTA 

February will be our parent recruiting month.  We are encouraging all of you to join our PTA and start growing it into 

something great.  Last month about 90% of the staff joined PTA and you guys are the other piece to the Daniels PTA 

doing great things.  We will have a combination PTA/STAAR Meeting next Tuesday at 6:00 pm and would like for 

you to join us!   

 

STAAR Testing 

We are gearing up for STAAR Testing and it is hard to believe that testing will begin in 35 days.  Help us help your 

child be successful by making sure that they are completing their homework and returning it daily.  Encourage proper 

behavior so that behavior does not hinder their learning or the learning of their peers.  We are also clamping down on 

discipline a little more as it is truly the time to focus on academics. 

 

Flubugs & Stomach Viruses 

As you have heard on the news there are several viruses going around and it is affecting us here at Daniels also.  

Please help by closely monitoring your child and keeping them home when they are sick.  Remember, your child must 

be fever free for 24 hours before they can return to school.   

 

Current Contact Information 
We have had several situations during the last few weeks in which we needed to contact a parent and the numbers on 

file were not correct/disconnected.  If your number has changed please make sure that you notify both the office and 

your child’s homeroom teacher so that we can update it in our system.  

 

Parent Tips 

Ways to encourage reading in your home……. 

Keep a varied selection. Collect board books or books with mirrors and different textures for babies. 

Preschoolers enjoy alphabet books, rhyming books, and picture books. Elementary-age kids will enjoy variety: 

fiction, nonfiction, and poetry, plus dictionaries and other reference books. 

Kids can understand stories they might not be able to read on their own. If a more challenging book interests your 

child, make it something to read together. Younger kids can look at illustrations in books and ask questions as 

they follow along. 

And don't limit reading material to books. Kids might also enjoy: 

 magazines (for kids) 

 audio books 

 postcards, e-mails, and text messages from relatives 

 photo albums or scrapbooks 
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 newspapers 

 comic books 

 the Internet 

 beginning reading and alphabet games on a computer 

 magnetized alphabet letters 

 e-readers or e-books 

Keep reading material handy. Keep sturdy books with other toys for easy exploration. Books near the changing 

table and high chair can be helpful distractions for younger kids at appropriate moments. Plastic books can even 

go in the bathtub. Keep books next to comfy chairs and sofas where you cuddle up so you can read after feedings 

and before naps. 

Create a special reading place. As kids grow, keep age-appropriate books and magazines on shelves they can 

reach in their favorite hangouts around the house. Make these shelves appealing and keep them organized. Place 

some of the books with the covers facing out so they're easy to spot. Put a basket full of books and magazines 

next to their favorite places to sit. Create a cozy reading corner, and encourage kids to use it by setting up 

"reading corner time" each day. 

Keep it appealing. Make sure reading areas have good lighting. Change the materials often — add seasonal 

books, rotate different magazines, and include books that relate to what kids are interested in or studying in 

school. Decorate the corner with your child's artwork or writing. Place a CD or tape player nearby for audio books. 

Encourage kids to create the reading. Set up a writing and art center and encourage kids to make books, 

posters, or collages that they decorate with their own pictures and writing. Kids love to read things they've written 

themselves or to share their creations with family and friends. 

Think About Atmosphere 

Other ways to encourage kids to read: 

 Give your child a special, cozy space, and quiet time every day to read or write. 

 Limit time kids spend in front of a screen (including TV, computer, and video games) to help ensure 

that they have time for reading. 

 Keep reading activities family-centered, and take an active role in guiding your child in reading 

activities and media. Even with today’s high use of technology, parents can decide how much print and 

how much media to allow into story time. Reading e-books doesn't have to mean sacrificing lap-time. 

Make sure to snuggle up with a story often, in whatever format. 

 Read together. Offer to read a book aloud or ask your child to read to you from a favorite magazine. 

Make a habit of sitting together while you each read your own books, sharing quiet time together. 


